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Abstra t
Most of the in ation models end up with non-vanishing va uum expe tation
values of the in aton elds  in the true va uum, whi h indu e, in general, nonvanishing auxiliary eld G for the in aton potential in supergravity. We show that the
presen e of nonzero G gives rise to in aton de ay into a pair of the gravitinos and
are thereby severely onstrained by osmology espe ially if the gravitino is unstable
and its mass is in a range of O(100) GeV  O(10) TeV. For several in ation models,
we expli itly al ulate the values of G and nd that most of them are ex luded or
on the verge of being ex luded for the gravitino mass in that range. We on lude
that an in ation model with vanishing G, typi ally realized in a haoti in ation,
is favored in a sense that it naturally avoids the potential gravitino overprodu tion
problem.

1 Introdu tion
The re ent Wilkinson Mi rowave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) three year data [1℄ is onsistent with generi predi tions in in ation theories and hen e strongly supports the basi
idea of in ationary universe. Now we are rea hing the stage to sele t the spe i in ation
model that is favored by the observation.
In most of in ation models in supergravity (SUGRA) an in aton eld  has a nonvanishing expe tation value at the potential minimum [2℄. This implies that the Kahler
potential for the in aton eld  ontains linear terms of the in aton eld in the true
va uum, even if the minimal Kahler potential is assumed at the beginning. That is, the
in aton Kahler potential is written at the potential minimum as K =  +  y + y +
  . With the linear terms the in aton eld  generi ally has a nonvanishing auxiliary
eld G , where G = K + ln jW j2 (here and in what follows a subs ript i denotes a
derivative with respe t to the eld i). Here, K and W are the Kahler potential and
superpotential, respe tively. Re ently, Ref. [3℄ has pointed out that, in the ontext of
the moduli problem [4℄, the nonvanishing auxiliary eld enables the de ay into a pair of
the gravitinos to pro eed with a rate mu h higher than previously thought [5℄. We nd
this de ay pro ess is (more) important in the reheating pro ess of the in aton, and that
a stringent onstraint on the G of the in aton potential must be satis ed to avoid an
overprodu tion of the gravitino keeping the su ess of the standard osmology, espe ially
when the gravitino is unstable and its mass is in the range of O(100) GeV O(10) TeV. For
several in ation models, we expli itly al ulate the values of G to exemplify how severe
the bound is. Among the known in ation models, a lass of haoti in ation models
naturally avoids the potential gravitino overprodu tion problem, sin e G vanishes in the
va uum.
The new onstraint on the in aton potential G depends on the gravitino mass. In
this letter, we restri t our dis ussion to the ase of the gravitino mass O(1) TeV to make
our point lear. We see how severe the new onstraint is ompared with the osmologi al
onstraint on thermally produ ed gravitinos [6℄. Dis ussion on more general ases of the
gravitino mass is straightforward, whi h will be given in [7℄.
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2 In aton de ay into a pair of gravitinos
We estimate the de ay rate of an in aton eld  into a pair of gravitinos. To be on rete,
we adopt the gravity-mediated SUSY breaking s enarios, in whi h the gravitino mass is
almost onstant during and after in ation. The de ay pro ess we onsider is identi al to
that re ently al ulated for the modulus de ay [3℄. The relevant intera tions are [8℄
e 1L =


1  
G   G y  

8

1 G=2 
G  + Gy  [  ;  ℄
e
8


;

(1)

where  is the gravitino eld, and we have hosen the unitary gauge in the Einstein
frame with the Plan k units, MP = 1. The real and imaginary omponents of the in aton
eld have the same de ay rate at the leading order [3℄:
3=2 

1 jG j2 m5
( ! 2 3=2) '
;
288 g m23=2MP2

(2)

where we have assumed that the in aton mass is mu h larger than the gravitino mass:
m  m3=2, and gij  = Kij  is the Kahler metri . Note that g = 1 for a anoni ally
normalized in aton eld. Thus the de ay rate is enhan ed by the gravitino mass in the
denominator, whi h omes from the longitudinal omponent of as emphasized in Ref. [3℄.
It should be noted that the above expression for the de ay rate annot be appli able
for H > m3=2 [9℄. The de ay pro eeds only if the Hubble parameter H is smaller than
the gravitino mass, sin e the hirality ip of the gravitino forbids the de ay to pro eed
otherwise. Intuitively, the gravitino is e e tively massless as long as H > m3=2.
We should larify another important issue: what is the longitudinal omponent of the
gravitino (i.e. goldstino) made of ? Similar issue was dis ussed in the ontext of the
non-thermal `gravitino' produ tion during preheating [10℄, and it was on luded that the
in atino, instead of the gravitino in the low energy, was a tually reated [11℄ #1 . The
reason is that the `gravitino' produ tion o urs in a rather early stage of the reheating
just after the in ation ends, during whi h the energy stored in the in ationary se tor

#1 It should be noted, however, that the in atinos produ ed during preheating may be partially onverted to the gravitinos in the low energy, sin e G is generi ally nonzero in the true minimum as we will
show later. This e e t an further onstrain the in ation models, but the detailed dis ussion is beyond
the s ope of this letter.
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signi antly ontributes to the total SUSY breaking. In our ase, however, the situation
is ompletely di erent; the de ay into the gravitinos be omes e e tive, sin e we onsider
a osmologi al epo h, H < m3=2, when the SUSY breaking ontribution of the in aton
is subdominant. Thus the gravitinos produ ed by the in aton through the above de ay
pro ess should oin ide with those in the low energy. The gravitinos produ ed by in aton
de ay are genuine, and thereby the gravitino overprodu tion problem is present.

3 Cosmologi al onstraint on

G

We restri t ourselves to the ase of unstable gravitino with mass of O(1) TeV. This mass
region of the gravitino is an interesting region for gravity-mediated SUSY breaking s enarios. In this ase we have already a osmologi al onstraint on the reheating temperature
TR to avoid the overprodu tion of gravitinos through thermal s attering [6℄, that is #2 ,
TR < O(106

 108) GeV;

(3)

depending on the gravitino mass and the hadroni bran hing ratio Bh . This may be easily
a hieved with suÆ iently small ouplings relevant for the in aton de ay. We assume that
this bound on TR is satis ed, whi h means the in aton de ay rate into the standard-model
parti les must satisfy #3
SM '

 2g

! 12

TR2
< O(10 6
MP

 10 2 ) GeV;
(4)
90
where g  200 ounts the relativisti degrees of freedom. We point out that too mu h
gravitinos may be produ ed by the in aton de ay via the intera tion (1), even if the above
inequality is satis ed.
The gravitino-to-entropy ratio is given by
3=2 3 TR
Y3=2 ' 2
;
(5)
SM 4 m
where we have negle ted the gravitino produ tion from thermal s attering. To keep the
su ess of big-bang nu leosynthesis (BBN), the gravitino abundan e must satisfy [6℄
m3=2Y3=2 < O(10 14  10 11 ) GeV:
(6)
#2 The expansion rate at the de ay time is mu h smaller than the gravitino mass O(1) TeV and hen e
the ondition H < m3=2 is satis ed.
#3 Throughout this letter we require 3=2  SM , otherwise the standard osmology would be upset.
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From (4), (5) and (6), we obtain
23
3=2 < O(10

 10 17 )



m3=2

 1

1 TeV

m



106 GeV

GeV;

(7)

or equivalently,

jGj < O(10 4

 10 1 )



m3=2

 12 

1 TeV

m

106 GeV

 2

:

(8)

We show this onstraint in Fig. 1 together with predi tions of new and hybrid in ation
models to be derived in the following se tions. We an see that the hybrid in ation model
is ex luded, while the new in ation model is on the verge. It should be noted that, in
deriving the onstraint (8), we have substituted the upper bound on the reheating temperature (3). Therefore, the onstraint on G be omes severer for lower TR , proportional
to TR1=2.

4 Single eld in ation model
In this se tion we estimate G for an in ation model in whi h the in aton se tor onsists of
a single hiral super eld  with nonzero va uum expe tation value (VEV) in the potential
minimum. In the following we assume that the in aton mass m is mu h larger than the
gravitino mass. Sin e G orresponds to the fra tional ontribution to the SUSY breaking,
it is estimated by minimizing the s alar potential with the hidden se tor responsible for
the SUSY breaking. We assume that the hidden se tor ontains a hiral super eld z and
the superpotential is written as
W = W (z ) + W ();

(9)

where W (z ) and W () are superpotentials for z and , respe tively. For simpli ity we
take the minimal Kahler potential,
K = jz j2 + jj2:

(10)

Then the s alar potential is given by
V = eG (jGz j2 + jG j2

5

3):

(11)
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Figure 1: Upper bound on the auxiliary eld of the in aton G as a fun tion of the
in aton mass m . The solid and dotted lines are for the hadroni bran hing ratio Bh = 1
and 10 3 , respe tively. We set m3=2 = 1 TeV. The typi al values of G and m for the
new and hybrid in ation models dis ussed in the text are also shown.
Sin e the osmologi al onstant should vanish in the true va uum,

jGz j2 + jGj2 = 3:

(12)

The gravitino mass is given by m3=2 = eG=2 ' jW j. The potential minimum (=va uum)
is determined by a ondition,
V = eG (Gz Gz + G G + G ) = 0;

(13)

where we have used Eq. (12) and Gij = Æij ; (i; j = ; z ). Sin e z is responsible for the
p
SUSY breaking, jGz j ' 3 and jWz j  jW j ' m3=2. On the other hand, jG j  1 for the
in aton eld. Assuming jG j = jy + W =W j <
 jj, we have
W

  W:
6

(14)

The order estimation of Eq. (13) leads to
m
+
m3=2

!

2 G + G  0;

where we have omitted the oeÆ ients of order unity, and used W
obtain the formula for G in the single eld in ation model,

hGi  mm3=2 hi ;


(15)

' m .

Thus we
(16)

for m  m3=2. Note that this result satis es the assumption jG j <
 jj, so our analysis
is onsistent. Thus, the in aton de ay into gravitinos an set a onstraint on a single
eld in ation model when the in aton  takes a non-vanishing expe tation value after
in ation.
For a on rete example, here we study a new in ation model [12, 13, 14℄. In the new
in ation model the superpotential of the in aton se tor is written as
W = v 2

5

5

;

(17)

where v = 10 7  10 6 for produ ing the observed density u tuations. After in ation,
p
the in aton  takes the expe tation value  v . In this model the gravitino mass is
related to v as m3=2  v 5=2, and the in aton mass is given by m  v 3=2. Thus, Eq. (16)
leads to G  v 3=2  6  10 10 for m3=2 = 1 TeV and m = 109 GeV, whi h is lose to
the onstraint shown in Fig. 1 #4 .

5 Hybrid in ation model
In the previous se tion we estimate G for single eld in ation models. However, when
the in aton se tor ontains multiple super elds, Eq. (16) annot be applied. Here, we
onsider a hybrid in ation model as a representative example.
The hybrid in ation model ontains two kinds of super elds: one is  whi h plays a
role of in aton and the others are waterfall elds and ~ [16, 17, 18℄. After in ation

#4 The new in ation is also realized for W = X (v2 g4 ) [15℄ for whi h the onstraint an be relaxed.
This is be ause the universe after in ation is dominated by  with suppressed G, while GX is not
suppressed. This should be ontrasted with the ase of the hybrid in ation model.
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ends,  as well as os illates around the potential minimum and dominates the universe
until the reheating.
The total superpotential W is written as
W = W (z ) + W (; ; ~ );

(18)

where the superpotential W (; ; ~ ) for the in aton se tor is
W (; ; ~ ) = (2

 ~ ):

(19)

Here  is a oupling onstant and  is the in ation energy s ale. The potential minimum
p
is lo ated at hi = 0 and h i = h ~ i = =  in the SUSY limit. In luding the e e t of
the hidden se tor, however, the minimum slightly shifts as shown below. For su essful
in ation,  and  are related as  ' 2  10 3 1=2 for  >
 10 3 , and  ' 2  10 2 5=6 for
<
 10 3 . Moreover, in this type of hybrid in ation there exists a problem of osmi string
formation be ause and ~ generally have U (1) gauge harges. To avoid the problem the
oupling should be small as,   10 4 [19℄.
Now let us estimate G and G . The onditions for the potential minimum lead to
Gz Gz + G G + G + G  G  + G ~  G ~ = 0

(20)

G  + G ~ G ~ = 0:

(21)

Gz Gz + G G + G + G

Here we do not use the minimization ondition for ~ , sin e it is equivalent to Eq. (21). In
the same way as deriving Eq. (14), we assume jG j ' jG ~ j <
 j j, leading to W =W  .
Together with Eq. (19), we obtain

hi  m3=2 ;
where we have used jW j ' m3=2 and j
W =W , Gz  , G  2 and G ~
as

+


m3=2

(22)

j ' j ~ j. Then, with use of G    =m3=2
 =m3=2 2, Eqs. (20) and (21) are written


W W2
+ 2 G + G +
W
W
m3=2
!
W

G + G + 2 G +
W
m3=2
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!
W
G
W
!
2 G



0

(23)



0;

(24)

where we omitted oeÆ ients of order unity. Assuming jG j <
 jj, we obtain

hG i 

m3=2


' mm3=2 h i;


m2

hG i ' hG ~ i  2h3=2i '

(25)
m23=2
h
m2

i:

(26)

Here we have used W =W  hi  m3=2= and m = h i. One an easily he k that
the above results satisfy the assumptions we made on G and G . It should be noted
that G is mu h larger than G . Therefore it is  that produ es too mu h gravitinos.
For m3=2 = 1 TeV and   1 10 4 we obtain   2  10 3 10 5 , G  4 
10 16 4  10 12 and m  5  1015 2  1011 GeV. From Fig. 1, one an see the hybrid
in ation model is ex luded by the gravitino overprodu tion. Although the onstraint on
G be omes slightly mild for  <
 10 4 , it is then disfavored by the WMAP result. This
is be ause the density u tuation be omes almost s ale-invariant for  <
 10 4 while the
spe tral index is ns = 0:95  0:02 a ording to the WMAP three year data [1℄.
So far we have onsidered the standard hybrid in ation, but the nal results Eqs. (25)
and (26) also apply to a smooth hybrid in ation model [20℄, whi h is favored ompared
to the hybrid in ation model in a sense that the predi ted spe tral index is smaller. The
onstraint on this model, however, is more or less similar to the hybrid in ation, and the
smooth hybrid in ation is also ex luded.

6 Chaoti in ation model
A haoti in ation model [21, 22℄ is based on a Nambu-Goldstone-like shift symmetry of
the in aton hiral multiplet . Namely, we assume that the Kahler potential K (; y) is
invariant under the shift of ,
 !  + i A;
(27)
where A is a dimensionless real parameter. Thus, the Kahler potential is a fun tion of
 + y; K (; y) = K ( + y). We identify its imaginary part with the in aton eld '.
Moreover, we introdu e a small breaking term of the shift symmetry in the superpotential
in order for the in aton ' to have a potential:
W = mX;
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(28)

where we introdu ed a new hiral multiplet X , and m ' 1013 GeV determines the in aton
mass. Furthermore, we impose a dis rete Z2 symmetry whi h forbids the problemati
linear term in Kahler potential su h as K = ( + y) +   [21, 22℄. Then we take the
minimal Kaher potential,
1
K = ( + y)2 + jX j2 :
(29)
2
The superpotential (28) and Kahler potential (29) lead to the s alar potential,
1
2

V ('; X ) ' m2 '2 + m2 jX j2 ;

(30)

for jX j < 1. For '  1 and jX j < 1, the ' eld dominates the potential and the haoti
in ation takes pla e [for details see Refs [21, 22℄℄.
In this haoti in ation model we see G = 0 sin e  = 0 and X = 0 in the va uum. In luding the hidden se tor does not modify the potential minimum due to the Z2
symmetry. Therefore, the new gravitino problem does not exist.

7 Con lusions
In this letter we have shown that an in ation model with a nonzero VEV hi 6= 0 generi ally leads to the gravitino overprodu tion, whi h an jeopardize the su essful standard osmology espe ially when the gravitino is unstable and its mass is in the region
of O(100) GeV and O(10) TeV. We have expli itly al ulated G , whi h is an important
parameter to determine the gravitino abundan e, for several in ation models. To be onrete we have xed m3=2 = 1 TeV and shown that the new in ation is on the verge of
being ex luded, while the hybrid in ation model is ex luded. The most attra tive way to
get around this new gravitino problem is to have the potential minimum at the origin as a
lass of haoti in ation models does. Among the known models, su h a haoti in ation
model is favored in a sense that it is free from the potential gravitino overprodu tion
problem.
Here, let us omment on other solutions. Throughout this letter we have assumed
that no entropy produ tion o urs after the reheating ompletes. If the huge entropy is
produ ed at late time [23℄, the new gravitino problem an be greatly relaxed. Another
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even manifest solution is to assume the gravitino mass m3=2 < a few keV #5 . In this ase,
the produ ed gravitinos get into thermal equilibrium due to relatively strong intera tions
with the standard-model parti les.
Finally, we shortly note how severe the new gravitino problem is for the gravitino mass
other than O(1)TeV. We will see that it be omes milder for a mass region m3=2 < O(1)
GeV suggested from gauge mediation models [25℄, sin e the osmologi al onstraint is
weaker; it omes from the requirement that the gravitino abundan e should not ex eed
the present dark matter abundan e. For a mass region m3=2 = O(100) TeV suggested
from anomaly mediation models [26℄, we will have a onstraint more or less similar to
the present result. The reason why we have the stringent onstraint on G for m3=2 =
O(100) GeV O(10) TeV is that the reheating temperature is so severely onstrained
by the BBN for this mass range. This means that the reheating temperature annot
be arbitrarily small even for the gravitino mass other than O(1)TeV, sin e the bran hing
ratio of the dire t gravitino produ tion in reases. The extended analysis in luding a broad
mass region for the gravitino will be given in Ref. [7℄.
Note added: Very re ently, Dine et al [27℄ have pointed out that the leading term of
G is an elled out after taking into a ount a mass mixing between the in aton and the

hidden-se tor eld z and the e e tive Ge be omes mu h smaller if one takes the minimal
Kahler potential. We agree with them in this point. However, as pointed out in Ref. [27℄,
if the mass of the hidden se tor eld z is omparable or larger than the in aton mass, su h
a an ellation does not o ur. In the ase of the new in ation model, the in aton mass
an be omparable to the mass of z , and our onstraint in the text is then appli able. In
addition, even if the hidden-se tor eld mass is smaller than the in aton mass, G may
not be suppressed if the Kahler potential is non-minimal. In fa t, it is quite natural to
have a non-minimal Kahler potential in the gravity-mediated SUSY breaking model. If
one introdu es ÆK = =2 jj2 z 2 + h: :, the e e tive Ge be omes Ge   m3=2 hi =m .
Thus, G in the text should be repla ed by this e e tive Ge . Noti e that the hiddense tor eld z has no harge in any symmetry and hen e the above Kahler term has no

#5 Taking a ount of the onstraints from the CMB and the stru ture formation, the upper bound on
the gravitino mass an be redu ed to O(10)eV [24℄.
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reason to be suppressed. We nd that there is still a very stringent onstraint on the
hybrid in ation model unless the  is extremely small. (For the hybrid in ation model,
Ge   m3=2 h i =m results from ÆK = =2 j j2 z 2 +h: :, where  and are the in aton
and the water fall eld, respe tively). The detailed analysis will be given elsewhere.
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